CRUSH THE SYSTEM COMMUNIST
TAKEOVER WITHOUT REVOLUTION
The strategy of forcing political change through orchestrated
crisis. The “Cloward-Piven Strategy” seeks to hasten the fall
of capitalism by overloading the government bureaucracy with a
flood of impossible demands, thus pushing society into crisis
and economic collapse.
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Can we not see Illegals “right to

work” is nothing short of Marxist
“Communist Manifesto” in action?
banishment of private property. If
the “Obligation” of Americans to
the world continues what will
happen.

Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels:
The Communist Manifesto
Communist League
In the middle of the 19th century, a group of socialist
reformers known as the Communist League convened in London.
Seeing the impoverished working class created by the
Industrial Revolution, these reformers called for change. In
order to summarize their beliefs, they charged two German
philosophers with special interests in the economy, Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels, to write a mission statement of sorts on
their behalf. Little did they know, they were witnessing the
birth of one of the most famous political ideologies of all
time – Marxism and its Communist Manifesto. short education
video here
“What does Christianity mean today? National Socialism is a
religion. All we lack is a religious genius capable of
uprooting outmoded religious practices and putting new ones in
their place. We lack traditions and ritual. One day soon
National Socialism will be the religion of all Germans. My
Party is my church, and I believe I serve the Lord best if I
do his will, and liberate my oppressed people from the fetters
of slavery. That is my gospel.”

― Joseph Goebbels
Social Justice is state forced charity with “the state”
playing God.
God’s charity is always “Free Will”.

Only time Radical Marxist used Jesus name is either in vain or
using Karl Marx “Guilt Trip”.
“Rules For Radical’s fourth (Kill) rule is: Make the enemy
live up to their own book of rules. You can kill them with
this, for they can no more obey their own rules than the
Christian church can live up to Christianity.
The fourth rule carries within in the fifth rule: Ridicule is
man’s most potent weapon. It is almost impossible to
counterattack ridicule. Also it infuriates the opposition, who
then react to your advantage.

Marxism and Psychological Science
by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels

The Cloward Piven Strategy
a.k.a.
“THE WEIGHT OF THE POOR”

The Weight of the Poor: A Strategy
to End Poverty
A mass strategy to recruit the poor onto welfare rolls would
create a political crisis that could result in legislation
that brings an end to poverty. This article appeared in the
May 2, 1966 issue of The Nation.

Glenn Beck talks about Barack
Obama’s plan to collapse the system
as we know it and transform it into
a socialist utopia. If you watch
nothing else on the Cloward Piven
Strategy, watch the video here:
” Funding for Illegal children
funneled down from the Federal
Level”.

Texas Moves To Shelter Up To
2,000 Undocumented Children
Video Fox News

“The government of the United
States is a “definite” government,
confined to specified objects it is
not like the state governments,
whose powers are more general.
Charity
is
NO
part
of
the
legislative duty of government”.
James
Madison
Father
of
US
Constitution speech, House of
Representatives, during the debate
“On the Memorial of the Relief
Committee of Baltimore, for the
Relief of St. Domingo Refugees”.
January 10, 1794.

James Madison
Father
of
U.S.
Constitution

HOMELAND SECURITY POSTED BILLET FOR ESCORT SERVICES FOR
UNACCOMPANIED ALIEN CHILDREN IN JAN 2014.

Federal Escort Services for Unaccompanied Alien Children
Solicitation Number: BERKS-RFI
Agency: Department of Homeland Security
Office: Immigration & Customs Enforcement
Location: ICE-OAQ-DM
For Link click here

Job Description for Illegal Children Escort added
29 Jan 2014
Juvenile_Transport_RFI_(TONY_Edits_1_29_14).docx
OBAMALAND: Illegals Protest Outside Of White House With No
Fear Of Arrest after Pro-live American citizens were jailed.
Executive Order gives Secret Service power whose allowed in
front of White House.
Organized Illegal protested in front
of White House recently
while U.S. Pro Life protestors were
arrested.

Obama judge rules border wall is racist:
Is America going to let the Marxist
Ruling Class destroy our sovereignty?
Only a Marxist Ruling Class judge would rule that protecting
our sovereignty is racist. And sadly, many Americans agree
since they have been brainwashed through Cultural Hegemony in
Rockefeller NEA controlled schools.
How many knew Communist Party USA now has branch of organizers
specifically for Illegals?
Middle of page link to
PeoplesworldUSA

APOSTATE
Church
NGO
Charities’ CEOs make MAJOR
MONEY while aiding Obama IN
ILLEGAL BORDER CRISIS
“Funneled down from Federal Level” into CEO’s NGO’s. Did you
know that your TAX dollars are being used by “Faith based
organizations,” aka APOSTATE CHURCH NGO CHARITIES, to carry
out Obama’s illegal alien border crisis? AND did you know that
the CEO of said company is pulling in $477, 000? Wait til you
find out how much this “Baptist” organization was paid by US!
Baptists aren’t alone…CCHD (Catholic Charity for Human
Development) is knee deep in nefarious activity as well.
How did N.A.F.T.A. Act and deregulating Wall Street aid in
current global elites wealth and interference in U.S.
government?
That was Slick Willie and Hillary Benghazi
Clinton.

GLOBAL ELITE DICTATE
POLICY ON IMMIGRATION

U.N

heads a blasphemous name
A UNHCR official confirmed Monday to WND via email that a 10nation meeting in Nicaragua of ministers of the interior from
the U.S., Mexico and various Central American countries was
held Thursday and Friday.
The ministers, according to preliminary reports obtained by
WND, concluded the Central American illegal aliens are
“refugees” deserving international protection under the
auspices of the U.N. as they seek asylum in the U.S. The

ministers cited the U.N.’s 30-year-old declaration on the
rights of refugees.

When did U.S. veer away from enforcing immigration
laws? Specifically DOD War Department Training Manual
on Immigration specifically. You might be shocked what
it says.
1. NO DUAL CITIZENSHIPS. PDF FILE HERE

FEDERAL AND SOROS FUNDED CCHD
CONTRACTORS USED TO CHANNEL
ILLEGAL CHILDREN TO TENNESSEE
With the recent orchestrated “escorted” influx of illegal
children from South America where is America headed? Do we
stand up for “OUR” children’s future or do we fall for Saul
Alinsky’s 4th Rule?
With reports nationwide of many diseases including lice
scabies and TB this raises concerned for children when they
return back to school.
Tennessee designated among 10 state
drop spot for escorted illegal children.

Billionaire
George
Soros
Donated
$11
Million
in
Support to the US Immigration
Reform [Amnesty]

George Soros #1 donor
to immigration reform
NGO’s.

After the long awaited immigration reform [amnesty for illegal
aliens] in the United States was suspended by the House of
Representatives in 2013, a report published on Tuesday
revealed that businessman George Soros increased the amount of
donations to political groups who favor legislation in
immigration matters in the United States.
According to a report by EFE, quoted by The Latin American
Tribune Herald, the Jewish investor and philanthropist born in
Hungary but now a nationalized American citizen, reported an
increase in the amount of his donations during 2013, [to] open
a way to the legalization of the status of over 11 million [to
40 million aliens] undocumented immigrants [illegal aliens] in
the United States. George Soros and his “Open Society” he
thinks he’s god, there is no absolute truth.
Mark Zuckerberg, the founder and CEO of Facebook, unveiled on
his own Facebook page today a new ad from FWD.us, his proimmigration reform PAC. The ad, titled “Emma”, contains an
altered version of Emma Lazarus’ 1883 poem “The New Colossus”,
a work associated in many Americans’ minds, no doubt, with the
Statue of Liberty, in which it is engraved. In doing so, it
departs radically from the meaning of Lazarus’ original –
which exalted the Statue of Liberty as a “mother of exiles”

and redeemer of the world’s rootless poor – to accommodate the
PAC’s call for more high-skilled workers from abroad be
allowed to work and live legally in the United States.
BUT WAS IT ZUCKERBERG OR K Street ” Corporatocracy”
dictating U.S. policy over the republic?

NGO’s

“Corporatocracy” plans creating the largest feudal system
known to man. Unless your part of the Nazi/Marxist Ideology
you will be enslaved.Secrets Buried in the Immigration Reform
Bill Creating themselves “Free Get Out of Jail” Free Cards
hiring Illegals. Remember annoying Customer Service Calls to
foreign countries? Expect most of that if this bill
passes.While Illegals Social Justice churches use Matthew 25
many view their actions as both lawlessness and cowardly.
Obama and Napolitano released 47,000 illegals who were to be
deported. 16% of them went on to commit 60,000 crimes,
including 19 murders, 3 attempted murders, and 142 sex crimes.

Secrets
Buried
in
the
Immigration
Reform
Bill
Democrats and Republicans
push for Amnesty. Real Cash
Crop for High-Tech companies
access to low wage employees.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsEEztNCWZE

The Mexican government once paid
Barbour to lobby on behalf of
amnesty for illegal immigrants
inside the United States. Breitbart
News
Other special interest groups are lobbying for the House to
pass an amnesty program, as well.

Feds quietly dump hundreds of
illegal
immigrants
in
Tennessee
How does failure to enforce immigration laws
affect “National Security?” With immigration
crisis a
HOT political topic and the HamasIsraeli situation in Gaza, let’s look at Hamas and
Muslim Brotherhood leader Moussa Abu Marzouk. Is
Marzook’s Hamas networks still in U.S.? Are they
connected to at least 35 known Islamaburg jihad
training camps? Are our open borders become a
“Trojan Horse” as well as health and economic
threat?
How does failure to enforce immigration threaten from
terrorist attacks with 35 known Islamic Jihadist camps in U.S.
With ICE, Homeland Security, Border Patrol, National Guard why
is our border not protected?

“REDS IN OUR CHURCHES” by J.B. Matthews
The Strange Case of J.B. Matthews, the Religious Left and the
Censure of Senator McCarthy
In June 1953, Matthews was appointed as McCarthy’s research
director and in July published an article called “Reds in our
Churches” in the conservative American Mercury magazine. In
it, Matthews referred to the Protestant clergy as “The largest
single group supporting the Communist apparatus in the United
States.” The result was a public outrage at Matthews as well
as “his boss”, Senator McCarthy. Time Magazine led the charge
against Matthews and what it called “This astounding and
inherently uncheckable statement.”

Reds in Our Churches
Matthews “Reds in Our Churches “exposed sophisticated
communist manipulation to promote religious dissension in the
United States. McCarthy’s critics seized the opportunity to
label his efforts as a “Crusade against all Protestant
ministers”, a view that Matthew certainly had not intended.
In his Mercury article, he specifically pointed out that the
great majority of all clergy in America were loyal but that a
highly visible minority operating under the guise of “social
justice” lent the support of the Religious Left to a variety
of Liberal causes. Exaggerated and inaccurate commentaries of
his intentions were used to win among many U.S. congressmen to
lend support to censure of McCarthy as an extremist. Read
Canadian Free Press
We must remember Saul Alinsky created (IAF) Industrial Area
Foundation in 1940. History of IAF

Once you have power, you can afford to be nice.” (p.
226)

“To wean [churches] from fulfilling traditional
expectations.” (p. 223)
“To energize [a pastor the IAF wanted to recruit], the
first thing they did at those meetings was to begin
conspicuously with a prayer.” (p. 99)
Alinsky created his 4th Rule he called his “Kill Rule”
specifically for Christians. Training For Radicals H/T

RULE 4: “Make the enemy live up to its own book of rules.” If
the rule is that every letter gets a reply, send 30,000
letters. You can kill them with this because no one can
possibly obey all of their own rules. (This is a serious rule.
The besieged entity’s very credibility and reputation is at
stake, because if activists catch it lying or not living up to
its commitments, they can continue to chip away at the
damage.)

We must open our eyes to (IAF) Industrial Area Foundation and
Gamaliel Foundation. Both Marxist Training camps under the
guise of Community Organizing.
Both Barack Obama Mikey
Weinstein have been employees of Gamaliel Foundation.
NOT the Christian Advocate for the Military

